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A THEOREM ABOUT THE OSCILLATION OF SUMS

OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES1

D.  L.  HANSON AND F.  T.  WRIGHT

Abstract. Lei Xu X2, ■ • ■ be i.i.d. random variables and let

S„=Xl+- ■ -+X„. The relationship between the /th moment of Xi

and the convergence of the series 2n=i zn«!_1^(5n > 0) is investigated

in this paper. The convergence of the series above when |z| = l but

Z5¿1 is related to the oscillation of the sequence {P(S„>0)} and to

the oscillation of the sequence {5„} about zero.

Let X, Xx, X2, • • • be i.i.d. random variables and define Sn=Xx+- • ■ +

Xn for n=l, 2, ■ • • . The main purpose of this paper is to prove the

following theorem.

Theorem.   If t ̂  1 and if

(1) -oo^£X<0   and   E(X+Y < co,

then for each b>0 the series

(2) 2 ^nnt~1P{Sn > 0}

rc=l

converges uniformly on the set

(3) R¡ = {z:z complex, \z\ <! 1, and | 1 - z\ > à}.

Heyde [2] has shown that under the conditions of the theorem the

series

(4) 2 nt-2P{Sn > 0}
n=l

converges. Hanson and Katz [1] have shown that even when there are
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no moment conditions imposed on X the series

(5) Í{-l)nn-1P{Sn>0}
fl=l

converges. (This might be considered to be the case t=0.) The fact that

(5) converges can be interpreted as saying that the sequence of proba-

bilities P{Sn>0} does not oscillate too violently or that the sequence Sn

does not oscillate too violently about zero. Note that if the sequence

P{Sn>0} converged monotonically to zero, then the convergence of (4)

would imply the convergence of (2).

After proving the theorem some remarks will be made about the cases

f<l.

Define

(6) qn = pjrUS, > 0]j    and    pn = P{Sn > 0}    with ft = 1.

We begin by giving four lemmas.

Lemma 1.    Ift^.1 and (1) holds, then, for all real x,

(D S n*-*P{Sn > x} < oo.
n=l

Proof. The proof is, with minor changes, contained in the proofs of

Lemmas 1 and 2 of Heyde [2].

Lemma 2.   If\z\<l then

(8) Sî»z" = exp(5/»nn-1z-j.
n=0 <-n=l I

Proof. See Corollary 2 in Spitzer [6] and the remarks immediately

following Corollary 2.

Lemma 3.    Iff^l and (1) holds, then

(9) S nt'\n < co.
n=l

Proof. If the right-hand side of (8) is written as a power series in z,

then a comparison of the coefficients of z" on both sides of equation (8)

gives, for n=\, 2, ■ • • ,
n    i v

(io) ft-2 - T n ***a,
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where 2* ¡s taken over all ordered v-tuples (kx, • • • , kv) of positive

integers for which kx+- ■ -+kv=n. If kx+- ■ -+kv=n and k^l for

i=l, • • -, v, then n¿=i k'f^inlvy-1 so that

co oo       n v

n=l n=l v=l i~l

v=l n=v 2=1

GO r- 00 -j v

v=l Ln=l J

This last expression is finite from Lemma 1.

For convenience we define

00

(11) A(z) = 2Pnn-1zn.
77 = 1

Lemma 4.    //exp{—/4(z)} « written as a power series

exp{-A(z)} = J dnzn,
77=0

r«e« \dn\i%qvfor all n.

Proof.   Note that d0=q0=\ and that, for »=1,

n   /       i\v        .v

'.-I(-=?-Fn*rtfc.
V=l "! 7 = 1

Comparing this with (10) completes the proof.

Proof of the Theorem. Differentiating (8) and multiplying by

z[exp{—A(z)}] gives, for |z|<l,

(12) [exp{-A(z)}] 2 nqnz« = J pnz\
77 = 1 77 = 1

From Lemmas 3 and 4 the two series on the left-hand side of (12) each

converge absolutely for |z|<l. Hence the product series converges

absolutely for \z\ < 1 and, for «= 1, 2, • • • ,

(13) Pn = 2 (^k)dn-k-
*=0

Fix ó>0. The remainder of the proof consists of showing that (2)
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converges uniformly on Ró. For 0<Na^N^M,

M

2
n=.\

.1/

2 z"«'-1*, = 2 zV-1 2 dk(n - k)qn-k

M-Nn

¡fc=0

M-k

(14)

(15)

= 2 dkz*       2       (" + kf-^qj
Jc=0 v=max{.Y-fc.A'oi

.Vo-1 M-v

+ 2 v^ 2 (" + icf-'d^.
v=l ¡t=.Y-v

Now {ft} is nonincreasing and, from Lemma 3, ft—»-0 as «->oo. We

define yM=ft-ft+i so that ft-SlU?* and yn>0 for all n. Set
Cy=v(v+k)t-1—(v—l)(v+k-l)t-1 so that Hr+A:)'-1=2à=i ca for v=

1, 2, ■ • •. (We omit an index k in the definition of cv.) Then if n<m,

m m oo

2 K» + *)"ft*' = 2 "(v + ftf-V 2 y,
k»=n v—n j=v

oo        min{m.

2y3-   2   "(v +/c)'-V
j'=7l V=7i

oo       minim,;'}        v

Iv, 2 ^2^
3=n v=n

oo        minim. minim, j)

(16) = 2r3- z c.    2
v=maxfn.a}

Forzei?¿ we have l2v=rzV|=2/<5 so that (16) is bounded by

(2/¿) I y, I c, = (2/Ó) J yvi<r + kf-\
j=n      3=1 v=n

Thus if ze Rs and 0<N0^N-^M we see that the absolute value of (14)

is bounded by

(2/Ô) 2 ifti 2 *(* + fc)'"Vv
¡fc=0 v=A'o

(17)

(18)

<; (2/ó)d0 2 /y,
¿=.\o

+ (2/ó)2t-1 J fe'"1 Iftl J hi-
;=A'o

Now 2i&i k1'1 \dk\ < co from Lemmas 3 and 4. Thus if (as we will show

next) 2í=i y'?^00' then b°tn (17) and (18) will converge to zero as

N0-*<x>, and thus (14) will converge to zero uniformly in A' and M
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(satisfying N0<N<M) as N0—>-oo. We have

GO 00 j 00 00

2?y^2yi2*t-1 = 2*t-12n
3=1 3=1       k=X k=l i=h

CO

= 2 tkt~l<ik < °°-
k=x

For |z|5íl the absolute value of (15) is bounded by

No—X oo

2 "«» 2 (v + ky-x\dk\.
v=l        k=N—v

lf2N0^N-%M then the above is bounded by

JVo-l oo

v=l        7c=/V—A'o

By Lemmas 3 and 4, for each fixed AT,, the above expression tends to zero

as N—>-co.

If e>0 we first choose A'o large enough that (14) is less than e/2 in

absolute value for all N and M satisfying N0^N^M. Then we choose

Ar1^2A/0 such that (15) is less than s/2 in absolute value for all Nlz^N^M.

Concerning a converse. An examination of its proof shows that the

theorem remains valid if (1) is replaced by

(19) 2 nt~2pisn > 0} < CO.
77=1

Smith [5] gives for each r^l a distribution such that (19) holds and

such that EX+=EX~= oo.

If it is assumed that ?>1 and that — oo^£'A'<0, is the converse to the

theorem true? (I.e., does the convergence of (2) uniformly on Rt for every

<5>0 imply £(*+)'<oo?) Note that once it is assumed that EX<0 then

E(X+)<co so there is no converse to worry about when f=l.

The case 0<t<\. If we assume -co^EX<0 then E(X+)x<co. The

theorem holds for i = l and, from an inspection of the proof of the

theorem, we find that the conclusion of the theorem is valid for 0<f<l

also.

The series (19) is finite for all <<1. The following example shows that

the conclusion of the theorem does not hold for all / < 1.

Example. Let Xlt X2,--- he i.i.d. random variables with P{X{=1}=

P{Xi=-l}=l.Then

F{S„ = 0} = 0,   « odd,

= (I)2* (2k) 7    if n = 2k for some k,
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and, for n=\, 2, ■ • ■ , P{Sn>0} = l[l-P{Sn=0}]. Thus if 0<?<1,

2(-l)V-\P{Sn>0}
n=l

= Hm 2 - \i2k - m» - i2kr(\ - P{S2\= 0})
m-*oo ̂ _-i L \2 2 /

m

^ lim - 2 M2fc)i-1P{S2, = 0}

-Îi2k)'-\ir+i^y

Using Stirling's formula we find that there exist a positive constant C and

an integer k0 such that for /r=&0

Í^W^W"*1 ^ cfe¡-3/2.

Hence the conclusion of the theorem does not hold if /^ ¿.

The following partial results hold when 0<i<l.

Proposition 1.   If 0 < t < 1 and if

(20) J "^ l/>» - *«+il < °°
«=i

then for every o>0 r7;e 5er/e.s (2) converges uniformly on Ra.

Proof. According to Theorem 5.1.8 of Hille [3] the series (2) con-

verges uniformly on Rs if the partial sums 7™=1 z" are uniformly bounded

on R¡, lim„_x ni-ipn=0 and

2 In*-1!», - (n + D'-Vn+il < oo.
71=1

It is easy to see that the first two conditions are satisfied. Now note that

2 \n'-1pn - (n + D'-V^il
71 = 1

(2i) ^ 2 «w \p» - P«+i\
71 = 1

00

(22) + 2 Pn* W-1 ~(n + if1].
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The series (21) converges by hypothesis. The series (22) converges since
(«+l)a-«a=0(«a-1).

Now we define

(23) / = p{ ñ [Sk > 0]),        /' = PÍO [Sk ̂  0]j,

2i = 2 pisn ^ °> S«+i > 0}>
77=1

s2 = 2 HS« > o, sn+1 ̂ 0}.

and

(24)

Lemma 5.    2,< oo if and only ifzZ2<.co.

Proof.   Let IA denote the indicator function of the set A. Define

^n — r{Sn>0.S„ + l¿0} ar>d ̂ „ = /{Sngo.S„+1>0¡-  Set /=2,£LlAl an£l J=Zn=X In-

For any given point w note that J(w) is the number of times the sequence

{S„(u')} "crosses" zero in an upward direction, I(w) is the number of

downward crossings, \J(w)—I(w)\3¡íl if either J(w) or I(w) is finite, and

J(h')= oo if and only if I(w) is infinite. Note that £(/) = £2, that E(J)='Z1,

and that if either of these expected values is finite the other differs from it

by at most one.

Lemma 6.    If either />0 or /'>0 (or both), then E, and S2 are finite.

Proof.   An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 of Rosenblatt [4].

Proposition 2. If0<t<l and either />0 or /'>0 (or both), then for

every (5>0 the series (2) converges uniformly on R¡.

Proof. Note that 2™=i \Pn~Pn+x 1 = ^1 + ^2- Then apply Lemmas 5

and 6 and Proposition I.

Note that when t=\ this method, as well as that used to prove the

theorem, may be used. In this case, Sn-+— oo and /'>0.
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